Abstract: The present invention relates to the characterization and production of omalizumab.

Omalizumab HC sequence (SEP ID NO:l):

EVQLVESGGGLVQPSGGSLRLSCAVSGYSITSGYSWWNIRQAPKGPLEKVASITYDGSTNYNPSV
KGRILITRSRDSKNTFLYQMSLSRAEDTAVYCAEGHSHYFGHWHFAVWGQGITVTVSSASTKGPS
VFPLAPSSTSGTGAALGCLVKDYFPEPVTWSWNGALTSGVHTFPALQSSGLYSLSSVVT
PSSSLGTQTYICNVMHPNKTVDKKEPSDKCDHIHTCPCCPAPLLGLPSVFLFPFPPKDTLM
ISRTPEVIVCVVHVDHPEVKNHIVDFGVEVHINAKTRKPEEQYINSTYRVSNTTQLTVHPOQLNG
KEYRCVSNHAPPIEKTIKAKQGQPREDQVYTLPSREEMTKNQVSLTCLVGYFSDIAVE
WESNGQPENNYKTTTPVLDSDGSFFLYSKLTVDKSRWQGTGVFVSCSMHEALNHYITQKSLSL
PGK
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This application contains the following inventions or groups of inventions which are not so linked as to form a single general inventive concept under PCT Rule 13.1. In order for all inventions to be examined, the appropriate additional examination fees must be paid.

Groups I-: Claims 1-18, 22, 24-28, omalizumab reference parameters 1, 2 and SEQ ID NO:s 1 and 2 (recombinant antibody amino acids) are directed toward a method of manufacturing an omalizumab drug product, comprising: providing or obtaining a test glycoprotein preparation; acquiring at least one value for an omalizumab parameter listed in Table 1 for the test glycoprotein preparation; and processing at least a portion of the test glycoprotein preparation as omalizumab drug product if the at least one value for the test glycoprotein preparation meets a reference criterion shown in Table 1 for the parameter, thereby manufacturing an omalizumab drug product; a method of manufacturing an omalizumab drug product, comprising: providing a host cell that is genetically engineered to express a first amino acid sequence having a sequence with at least about 85% identity to SEQ ID NO: 1 (e.g., 90, 95, 98, or 100% identity to SEQ ID NO: 2 (e.g., 90, 95, 98, or 100% identity to SEQ ID NO: 2), wherein the expressed amino acid sequences form a recombinant antibody composition, culturing the host cell under conditions whereby the cell expresses the first and second amino acid sequences, wherein the expressed first and second amino acid sequences form recombinant antibodies, harvesting the recombinant antibodies from the host cell culture to produce an antibody preparation, acquiring a value for each parameter listed in Table 1 for the antibody preparation; and processing at least a portion of the antibody preparation into omalizumab drug product if the value for each parameter listed in Table 1 for the antibody preparation meets the reference criterion shown in Table 1, thereby manufacturing an omalizumab drug product; and a method of manufacturing an omalizumab drug product, comprising: providing a host cell that is genetically engineered to express a first amino acid sequence having the sequence of SEQ ID NO: 1 and a second amino acid sequence having the sequence of SEQ ID NO: 2, wherein the expressed amino acid sequences form a recombinant antibody composition, culturing the host cell under conditions whereby the cell expresses the first and second amino acid sequences, wherein the expressed first and second amino acid sequences form recombinant antibodies, harvesting the recombinant antibodies from the host cell culture to produce an antibody preparation, acquiring at least one value for an omalizumab parameter listed in Table 1 for the antibody preparation; and processing or directing the processing of at least a portion of the antibody preparation as omalizumab drug product if the at least one value for the antibody preparation meets a reference criterion shown in Table 1, thereby manufacturing an omalizumab drug product.

The method of manufacturing an omalizumab drug product of Groups I- will be searched to the extent that they encompass omalizumab reference parameter numbers 1 and 2. It is believed that Claims 1-18, 22 and 24-28 encompass this first named invention and thus these claims will be searched without fee to the extent that they encompass omalizumab reference parameter numbers 1 and 2. Applicants must indicate, if applicable, the claims which encompass the first named invention if different than what was indicated above for this group. Failure to clearly identify how any paid additional invention fees are to be applied to the, "*" group(s) will result in only the first claimed invention to be searched/examined. Additional omalizumab reference parameters can be searched upon they payment of additional fees. An Exemplary Election would be: omalizumab reference parameter number 3.

Groups I+ share the technical features including a method of manufacturing an omalizumab drug product, comprising: providing or obtaining a test glycoprotein preparation; acquiring at least one value for an omalizumab parameter listed in Table 1 for the test glycoprotein preparation; and processing at least a portion of the test glycoprotein preparation as omalizumab drug product if the at least one value for the test glycoprotein preparation meets a reference criterion shown in Table 1 for the parameter, thereby manufacturing an omalizumab drug product; and a method of manufacturing an omalizumab drug product, comprising: providing a host cell that is genetically engineered to express a first amino acid sequence having a sequence with at least about 85% identity to SEQ ID NO: 1 (e.g., 90, 95, 98, or 100% identity to SEQ ID NO: 2 (e.g., 90, 95, 98, or 100% identity to SEQ ID NO: 2), wherein the expressed amino acid sequences form a recombinant antibody composition, culturing the host cell under conditions whereby the cell expresses the first and second amino acid sequences, wherein the expressed first and second amino acid sequences form recombinant antibodies, harvesting the recombinant antibodies from the host cell culture to produce an antibody preparation, acquiring at least one value for an omalizumab parameter listed in Table 1 for the antibody preparation; and processing or directing the processing of at least a portion of the antibody preparation as omalizumab drug product if the at least one value for the antibody preparation meets a reference criterion shown in Table 1, thereby manufacturing an omalizumab drug product.
However, these shared technical features are previously disclosed by US 2010/01 13294 A 1 to Venkataraman, et al. (hereinafter ‘Venkataraman’). Venkataraman discloses a method of manufacturing (method for the production (manufacture); paragraphs [0007], [0138]) omalizumab (omalizumab; Table I) drug product (drug product; paragraph [0138]), comprising; providing or obtaining a test glycoprotein preparation (a glycoprotein product (a test glycoprotein preparation); paragraph [0137]); acquiring at least one value for a parameter for the test glycoprotein preparation (acquiring at least one value for a parameter for the test glycoprotein preparation; paragraph [0137]); and processing at least a portion of the test glycoprotein preparation (processing at least a portion of the test glycoprotein preparation; paragraphs [0137], [0138]) as an omalizumab (omalizumab; Table I) drug product (drug product; paragraph [0138]) if the at least one value for the test glycoprotein preparation meets a reference criterion for the parameter (if the at least one value for the test glycoprotein preparation meets a reference criterion for the parameter; paragraph [0138]), thereby manufacturing (manufacturing; paragraphs [0007], [0138]) an omalizumab (omalizumab; Table I) drug product (drug product; paragraph [0138]), and comprising; providing a host cell (providing a genetically engineered cell that produces the glycoprotein (a host cell); paragraph [0254]) that is genetically engineered to express a first amino acid sequence (genetically engineered to produce a first protein (amino acid sequence); paragraph [0254]), wherein the expressed amino acid sequence forms a recombinant (recombinant; paragraph [0280]) antibody composition (antibody; paragraph [0219]; Table I), culturing the host cell under conditions whereby the cell expresses the amino acid sequence (culturing the host cell under conditions whereby the cell expresses the amino acid sequence; paragraph [0283]), wherein the expressed amino acid sequences (expressed glycoproteins (amino acid sequences); paragraph [0254]) form recombinant (recombinant; paragraph [0280]) antibodies (antibodies; paragraphs [0219], Table I), harvesting the recombinant antibodies from the host cell culture (purifying (harvesting); paragraphs [0417], [0418]) the recombinant (recombinant; paragraph [0280]) antibodies (antibodies; paragraphs [0219], Table I) from the host cell culture (from the host cell culture; paragraphs [0283], [0418]) to produce (produce; paragraph [0138]) an antibody preparation (antibodies; paragraphs [0219], Table I), acquiring at least one value (acquiring at least one value; paragraph [0137]) for an omalizumab (omalizumab; Table I) parameter for the preparation (parameter for the test preparation; paragraph [0137]); and processing at least a portion of the preparation (processing at least a portion of the preparation; paragraphs [0137], [0138]) as an omalizumab (omalizumab; Table I) drug product (drug product; paragraph [0138]) if the at least one value for the preparation meets a reference criterion for the parameter (if the at least one value for the preparation meets a reference criterion for the parameter; paragraph [0138]), thereby manufacturing (manufacturing; paragraphs [0007], [0138]) an omalizumab (omalizumab; Table I) drug product (drug product; paragraph [0138]).

Since none of the special technical features of the Groups I+ inventions is found in more than one of the inventions, and since all of the shared technical features are previously disclosed by the Venkataraman reference, unity of invention is lacking.